♦ first, draw your picture

The paintings that comprise the backgrounds correspond with
the predetermined !!rid pattern. Each damp staircase, creaking
doorway and dripping passage starts out life as a written brief
from the production team to the artist, Dave Rowe. He begins
by drawing pencil roughs which ultimately develop intottie
finished paintings. For helpwith some ofthe stone effects David
makes use of a library of slides comprising shots of cathedrals
and churches. For a more realistic end result, he tries to
incorporate as much texture as possible.
♦ Add Robert Harris
Well, Robert Harris and his 24-bit Spaceward Supernova, to be
exact. Robert, who used to work on the TV version of
Hitchhiker's Guide To The Galaxy, tums David's pictures into
computerised images which can be called up from the
Supernova's potential store of 1024 hi-res frames. It allows
Robertto alter the texture and colour of particular paintings by
drawing over them using an electronic pen and pad. Scenes can
be changed at the touch of a button. At points where the
dungeoneer has to choose between one ofseveral doors all the
producer has to do is hit the appropriate key and the correct
backdrop appears without any loss of continuity. No wonder it
cost around £850001

♦ Throw in some animation
Robert has devised a personalised technique. Purely using the
computer would involve creating a model and storing its
movements as an animated 3D pattern. Instead, Robert makes
use of an animation studio: a monster is made out of clay and
animated throulJh a movement cycle. Each step is shotby video
camera and digitised. Using this method all sorts of fantastic
ill usions which make incredible use ofthequality of light can be
created. Practically no luminous snake, slimy stick insect or
headless gorgon is too complex for the Supernova.

♦ Keep thinking
As preparations for the first series progressed Robert was able

to introduce more and more refinements. Digitised skeletons
and monsters were manipulated to perform more and more
complicated actions - even the sets were given a bit of extra
depth. To the endless sheets of blue cloth, stairs and cut-out
obJects were added: now, when his team-mates see him
ascending a cold, dank, castle staircase, the dungeoneer at least
has a properset ofstepsto climb. Obviously, the more complex
the set feels, the more realistic the Knightmare becomes.

